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Wednesday, March 18, 2015 

Congowings:  
Good afternoon everyone. I am glad you could join us for the Wildlife Center of Virginia’s Classroom 
Series. This month’s topic is “A Look Into Raptor Hunting Techniques”. 
 

Congowings 

  
 
Comment From CE  
I found you just in time 
 

Congowings:  
Yay! 
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Congowings:  
Raptors are "birds of prey" - meat-eating birds that hunt for their food. Birds of prey exert a tight hold 
on their prey when they grab it. The word raptor comes from the Latin word "rapere," to seize or grasp. 
There are three main characteristics which all raptors share:   sharp eyesight, strong feet with sharp 
talons, and a hooked, sharp beak.   
  

Congowings:  
There are two main groups of raptors - diurnal raptors and nocturnal raptors. Diurnal raptors hunt 
during the day and include eagles, hawks, falcons and kites. Nocturnal raptors hunt at night, and include 
most owls. 
 

Congowings:  
Raptors are skilled predators that use different hunting techniques and behavior to capture their prey. 
Hunting styles vary depending on the type of bird, and their physical attributes. Most prey are killed 
when the talons are driven into their bodies by the raptor’s contracting foot. Falcons are the exception 
as they use their speed to make the kill. If the force of the impact doesn’t kill its victim, they will break 
the spine by biting into the neck. A tactic used by owls too. 
 
Comment From Dave in Missouri  
Question for Congowings class: I notice some raptors bob their head up and down to see prey, do they 
do this when their flying too? 
 

Congowings:  
When observing raptors you may see it bob its head from side to side, moving its head around in circles, 
or even turn its head almost completely upside down. Raptors do this to triangulate an object and 
better determine how far away it is - both prey and possible threats. And yes, they do bob when in flight 
too. 
 
Comment From rejoyce  
Wow! 
  

Congowings:  
The physical adaptations which make them highly efficient are: light in weight, sharp talons, sharp 
hooked beaks, wing shape and feather construction. While the beak is extremely sharp, the business 
end is the heavily taloned feet. The strong, powerful grip is the tool used to capture and overpower their 
prey. The toes and talons, which are capable of exerting tremendous pressure, are controlled by very 
strong muscles in the thigh of the bird. Their talons provide an anchor when pulling apart the meat. 
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Congowings 

  
This photo showing the talons of a Bald Eagle was taken by Barbara Melton at one of the Wildlife Center 
of Virginia’s Bald Eagle releases. (Photo courtesy and property of Barbara Melton.) 
 
Comment From BarbG  
cool 
 
Comment From Dave in Missouri  
Wow, those are huge! 
 

Congowings:  
The shape of their wings reflects the type of hunting which they might engage in. Wings that are wide in 
proportion to their length makes it possible for some raptors to soar for long periods of time searching 
for prey. It also allows the bird to maneuver well at low speeds when they close in for a kill. 
 

Congowings 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hecXupPpE9o 
 

Congowings:  
Birds made for speed such as the Peregrine Falcon have wings that are long, slim and pointed. 
 

Congowings:  
The beak of a raptor has a particularly awesome and powerful appearance. Most raptors use their beak 
to rip off pieces of flesh from the body of their prey. Falcons and kestrels, however, use it for killing their 
prey as well. The powerful and heavily taloned feet of a raptor are the tools that most use to capture 
and overpower their prey. The sharp talons provide an anchor which the bird needs in order to crush, 
and kill, its prey.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hecXupPpE9o
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Comment From rejoyce  
Their talons are very impressive!!!! 
 

Congowings:  
Does anyone know how many species of diurnal raptors there are wordwide? 
 
Comment From CE  
a whole bunch? 
 
Comment From Cathy in Poquoson  
Many! 
 
Comment From BarbG  
a lot 
 
Comment From Carol in Oregon  
lots 
 
Congowings:  
We must an advanced class here . . . lol 
 
Comment From Dave in Missouri  
157? 
 

Congowings:  
There are approximately 320 species of diurnal raptors (hawks, eagles, falcons, kites, harriers and 
osprey) and 200 species of owls worldwide. 
 

Congowings:  
We could be here all month and not cover all of the unique hunting techniques of each species.   But I 
think you’ll find the following hunting techniques interesting. 
 
Comment From CE  
But owls are nocturnal, yes? 
 

Congowings:  
Yes, most are. 
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Comment From Guest  
Over a hundred 
 

Congowings 

  
 

Congowings 

  
Wildlife Center of Virginia Cooper’s Hawk patient #13-2289. Juvenile that had a collision with a window 
at the county police station in Dublin, Virginia. Sustained a minor injury to the left eye and was released 
in Dublin, Virginia on October 17, 2013. (Photo property of WCV) 
 
Comment From Dave in Missouri  
cool! 
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Congowings:  
This method of hunting uses the element of surprise and requires high energy expenditure. This 
technique is used by ‘forest hawks’ - such as the Coopers Hawk, Sharp-shinned Hawk and the Goshawk. 
Locating food in areas with dense vegetation requires special skills. Hawks that live in these areas have 
adapted their hunting skills to include pursuing prey in and around trees and also on the ground. Hiding 
in the brush or low in the trees, the hawk will use its hearing and sight to pinpoint the prey and then 
launch a fast paced aerial attack between the branches or a foot chase zig zagging through the brush.   
 

Congowings:  
Sharp-shinned hawks are not much larger than a Blue Jay - between 10-14 inches long with a wingspan 
of approximately 21 inches. But you can’t be fooled by their small size - they are impressive flyers, 
capable of moving quickly through thick woodland, maneuvering skillfully and snatching other birds right 
off their perches.   
 

Congowings:  
Goshawks are known as the “Cheetah of the Skies” - hunting with amazing precision while maneuvering 
through tight spaces where small mammals usually feel safe. They have long tails that act like rudders to 
steer with, and short wings that help them fly in confined areas. They are patient hunters - willing to 
wait for a second chance when prey might have evaded their first attempt.     
 
Comment From Carol in Oregon  
Cooper's hawks often visit my feeders and catch their prey. 
 

Congowings   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7s1_gNuhDMw 
 
Comment From CE  
Yes, Coopers' add a whole dimension to the meaning of 'bird feeder'. I have one as well 
 
Comment From Guest  
I'm reading a very interesting book about goshawks..."H is for Hawk" 
 
Comment From Dave in Missouri  
Think that squirrel was having more than a bad hair day! 
 
Comment From Lydia  
OH! I was able to jmp into class for a little while. First day back at work post vacation, so busy but at 
least I can attend part of it. Scrolling ack to catch up. Glad I did not miss you Congo! 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7s1_gNuhDMw
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Comment From Cathy in Poquoson  
WOW! 
 
Comment From David in VA  
What a chase scene!! 
 

Congowings:  
Cooper’s Hawk WCV patient: The Wildlife Center of Virginia have seen a number of Cooper’s Hawks 
admitted over the years. This patient may have been after prey when they were hit by a vehicle: 
 
http://wildlifecenter.org/critter-corner/archive-patient/juvenile-coopers-hawk-13-2214 
 

Congowings:  
Hi Lydia. Welcome back. Glad you are able to check in. 
 
Comment From CE  
That's beautifully written book -- recommend highly 
 

Congowings:  
Thank you CE. I will have to check that book out. 
 
Comment From Lois  
Wow, what a video 
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl  
Whew!! Made it. Read back and ready to learn! Awesome video of the chase and catch. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://wildlifecenter.org/critter-corner/archive-patient/juvenile-coopers-hawk-13-2214
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Congowings 

  
 
Comment From cwerb ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥ ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥ ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
I am late as usual 
 

Congowings:  
Only by 14 minutes. ;-) 
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Congowings 

  
Wildlife Center of Virginia’s Ambassador Edie. Edie came to the Wildlife Center in May 2005. She was 
found as an orphan in Roanoke, Virginia after her nest tree was damaged in a storm. Her rescuers kept 
her for several days before she was taken to a local wildlife rehabilitor and she was imprinted on 
humans. Due to the behavioral changes brought on by her imprinting, Edie cannot be released back into 
the wild. (Photo property of WCV) 
 
Comment From janeinstpete  
Only 6% success rate - wow, that's low. I also just read eagles catch only 1 fish in 18 trys. 
 
Comment From Lydia  
I have Coopers Hawk that is vistng my sonbird feeders--when the birds are there feedig of course. Can 
always tell when he is coming--they scatter and hide quickly 
 
Comment From Guest  
We had a group of 5 sharp shinned hawks arrive daily at one of our parks in Suffolk, and I would notice 
them hunting in a group in the morning. Were they teaching their offspring to hunt? 
 

Congowings:  
Glad you brought that up. Will cover that a bit later. 
 

Congowings:  
Both techniques are similar and might appear the same when observed.   “Hovering” and “kiting” refer 
to the ability to maintain a stable position in the air. The bird uses the rapid motion of the wings when 
“hovering” and the air currents when “kiting”. When hovering, a raptor’s tail is inclined vertically - which 
diverts the downflow of air over the wings to sustain lift. The raptor hovers overhead waiting for the 
perfect moment to plunge down and grab its prey. Kestrels, Rough-legged Hawks, Peregrine Falcons, 
Swainson Hawks and Osprey are known to use this technique while hunting. 
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Comment From Deb in SD  
Yay! I love Edie! Kestrels can really move--I have watched them try to catch dinner. 
 

Congowings  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O-txnYnZDd4 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Yay PEFAs! :) 
 
Comment From Dave in Missouri  
Very cool! 
 

Congowings:  
lol Amanda.  Grasslands, pastures, open fields and along roadways and ditches are the preferred hunting 
grounds of the Kestrel.    They can be spotted by observing their rapid wing beats and short glides, 
followed by hovering in midair over the ground .   Not only does the Kestrel feed on small rodents, their 
speed and hovering ability aids them in the pursuit of another food source - dragonflies. 
 
Comment From Lydia  
Saw a group of osprey doing the hovering thing when I was on one of Capt. Mike's boat trips on the 
James River. So coll to watch 
 

Congowings:  
This raptor hunting technique can be seen when fields are being plowed. Hawks will hover/kite over the 
field waiting for small mammals disturbed by the activity to leave their hiding places.   This behavior can 
also be seen where there are rising flood waters or moving trains. 
 
Comment From rejoyce  
Hi Amanda! 
 

Congowings  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gyUf8ls10QY 
 

Congowings:  
The Swainson’s Hawk shown in the previous video not only waits for activities by man to flush out prey . 
. . they also use nature. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O-txnYnZDd4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gyUf8ls10QY
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Congowings 

  
 
Comment From JK in TN  
Speaking of Cooper's Hawks, most times the birds at my feeder disappear when a Cooper hawk arrives. 
But there are times when it can sit on a branch near by and the birds don't seem to be that concerned 
and continue to eat away. 
 
Comment From Suzette  
Saw a hawk slowly flying very low (1-2 ft) over a ditch the other day. What was that about? 
 

Congowings:  
Most likely checking for small rodent, Suzette. 
 

Congowings:  
Does anyone have any idea as to how wildfires might aid raptors? 
 
Comment From Suzette  
Flushing out prey! 
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl  
They chase out the smaller mammals living there. 
 
Comment From CE  
opens up another area and as it grows back attracts different prey animals 
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Congowings:  
All right answers -  -   The Swainson Hawk takes advantage of wildfires to hunt for prey. If they spot 
smoke while soaring overhead they will position themselves ahead of the fire - hunting the edges of the 
fire for small animals escaping from the fire. It isn’t unusual to see as many as thirty of these hawks 
soaring or kiting the area to take advantage of easy prey. 
 
Comment From Guest  
Wow! 
 

Congowings:  
And now we come to what Guest remarked about earlier - 
 

Congowings 

  
 
Comment From Suzette  
Those poor critters. Lol. Just when they thought they were safe! 
 
Comment From CE  
Harris hawks! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Ooooh ... Harris Hawks! 
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Congowings 

  
Wildlife Center Ambassador Ruby (Red-tailed Hawk) was hit by a car in Dayton, Virginia in February 2010 
- most likely when she was hunting for prey near a road. She sustained a fracture in her left wing and as 
well as severe trauma to her right eye. Her eye had to be surgically removed and with limited vision she 
was unable to be released back into the wild. (Photo property of WCV) 
 

Congowings:  
This raptor hunting technique involves at least two hawks working together to capture prey and is 
usually practiced during the winter months when prey is not as plentiful.   This technique increases 
hunting success in habitats where prey is difficult to catch due to high density of hiding places. There are 
fewer costs to the raptor when hunting together.     
 

Congowings:  
By acting together, they are even able to bring down larger mammals. True cooperative hunting requires 
that the foraging pair or group be a stable social unit - sacrificing their own food prospect in deference 
to the group interest - with all sharing in the spoils of their combined labor. The Harris’s Hawk and Red-
tailed hawks both engage in cooperative hunting.   
 

Congowings:  
Red-tailed hawks use a variation of cooperative hunting called “laddering up”. This is where they will 
chase a squirrel up a tree until it has nowhere to go. Two hawks will position themselves on either side 
of the tree where the prey is located and force it to climb higher until they are able to snatch it from the 
smaller branches at the top of the tree.   
 
Comment From CE  
Red tails primiarly as a bonded pair or juveniles, though, right? 
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Congowings:  
Yes, CE. 
 
Comment From Linda in Suffolk, VA  
I'm a little behind but here's a pic of a Kestrel hovering. I'm a little behind but here's a pic of a Kestrel 
hovering. https://lh4.googleusercontent.com/-
qszTWl06URc/VQmz1yXLJPI/AAAAAAAAHf0/cFULHQqEKxA/s2048/DSC_0039.JPG 
 

Congowings:  
Hi Linda. Thank you for sharing. 
 
Comment From Regina, IL  
Wow! Hi Congowings and EN/CN. I didn't know hawks hunted as a group. 
 

Congowings:  
Harris’s Hawks are social birds known for their cooperative breeding.   Offspring of these birds usually 
delay natal dispersal - most likely due to a lack of suitable breeding territories and lack of available 
mates - and remain in their natal territory. The size of these groups vary. The largest groups are found in 
Arizona and hunt year round.   In New Mexico the groups are smaller and usually only hunt 
cooperatively in the non-breeding season. 
 
Comment From Deb in SD  
I have a Red-tail that hangs around our farm. He is usually by himself, but on occasion, another will join 
him as he circles the pasture. 
 

Congowings:  
During winter months Harris's hawks will assemble hunting parties in the morning and divide up to soar 
over the area looking for prey or select a tree to search for food. Once prey is found they will join 
together to attack. They will use the flush-and-ambush technique if the prey is able to escape into the 
brush. One or more hawks will go into the brush to flush the prey out and into the path of the other 
waiting hawks. This is a very effective hunting technique. If the prey manages to evade capture, the 
hawks will use a relay technique - tiring their quarry by pursuing in relays until the prey drops from 
exhaustion. The hawks take turns in the pursuit column - dropping back to allow others to be the lead.   
 
Comment From CE  
It's mating season, Deb! 
 
Comment From Deb in SD  
Very cool, Linda. I can see how the tail is in the down position to enable him to hover. 
 

https://lh4.googleusercontent.com/-qszTWl06URc/VQmz1yXLJPI/AAAAAAAAHf0/cFULHQqEKxA/s2048/DSC_0039.JPG
https://lh4.googleusercontent.com/-qszTWl06URc/VQmz1yXLJPI/AAAAAAAAHf0/cFULHQqEKxA/s2048/DSC_0039.JPG
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Congowings   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ai3eVjr0Pzg 
 
Comment From BarbG  
great videos 
 
Comment From David in VA  
Cool!! 
 
Comment From Cathy in Poquoson  
Interesting 
 
Comment From Pat, NJ  
All I can say is there better not be a test after this. 
 

Congowings:  
You all better be taking notes, lol. 
 
Comment From CE  
Only if you're prey, Pat! 
 

Congowings 

  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ai3eVjr0Pzg
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Congowings 

  
Wildlife Center of Virginia Osprey patients #13-1784, 1785 were found on the ground at Smith Mountain 
Lake on July 7, 2013 and were later renested. (Photo property of WCV) 
 

Congowings:  
No, this hunting technique doesn’t require a toilet plunger. One of the most unique raptor hunting 
techniques almost requires a snorkel.   Osprey feed almost exclusively on fish - which earned them the 
nickname “Fish Hawk”. Their expert fishing skills are aided by several adaptations.   Not only can they 
see underwater because of the third eyelid (nictitating membrane), their nostrils are fleshy and can 
close when they dive or ‘plunge’ down under the water. 
 
Comment From Pat, NJ  
Uh oh, plumbers. 
 
Comment From Candice Vabch  
Hi Congo. Caught up and sooo interesting and amazing. 
 
Comment From Lydia  
Cool information abouth the Harris Hawk--family dinners ...LOL the family that preys together stays 
together! Poor rabbit. 
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Congowings 

  
Photo taken by Rhoda Gerig of Osprey plunging into the water for a fish. (Photo courtesy and property 
of Rhoda Gerig.) 
  

Congowings:  
They have special pads on their feet which enable them to grasp the slippery fish and a reversible outer 
toe to help hold the fish while flying. Once the fish is caught the Osprey will reposition the fish so the 
head faces forward to reduce drag.   They also have modified shoulder joints allowing them to bend 
their wings back while underwater so they can resurface after a catch. 
 

Congowings:  
Guest - I'll answer that later - well, answer it sorta -   
 
Comment From Cathy in Poquoson  
But I thought Ospreys couldn't swim 
 
Comment From Carol in Oregon  
Amazing. 
 

Congowings:  
They might not set out to swim, but they spend quite a bit of time in the water fishing. 
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Congowings 

  
 

Congowings:  
Osprey fly over the water and when an area looks promising, they will hover above - flying against the 
wind. Once it spots a fish, it will drop down feet first into the water - sometimes completely submerging 
itself.   
 
Comment From CE  
I have a link to an Osprey 'swimming' to get prey on shore, if you're interested 
 

Congowings:  
You can share if you like - I have a couple I'm going to share now -   
 
Comment From meem  
Afternoon Congo ~ tad late ~scrolling back ~ thanks for the class 
 

Congowings:  
Glad you made it Meem. :-) 
 

Congowings   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nA3LtXnNIto 
 
Comment From Suzette  
How much can they lift? they look like they are carrying pretty big fish sometimes. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nA3LtXnNIto
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Congowings:  
Osprey remarkably can lift more than their own weight - a 1:2 ratio. 
 

Congowings:  
I hope that video helped explain, Cathy in Poquoson. 
 
Comment From CE  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IU-bjaxVtxs 
 
Congowings:  
Thank you CE. 
 
Comment From Candice Vabch  
Love how he shakes the water off kind of like a dog. 
 
Comment From Guest  
Osprey shakes like a dog shaking water off its body 
 
Comment From Suzette  
This is a weird question, but are there falconers who train osprey to catch fish for them? 
 

Congowings:  
My understanding is they are not trained in falconry. There is a site that says they know of one person 
who has attempted this. But I don't think their temperament would be conducive to training. They are 
high stress birds. 
 
Comment From cwerb ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥ ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥ ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
I've often watched osprey do a kamikaze dive into a lake. Whoaaabig fish he snagged there! 
 
Comment From Kathryn in Mi  
Its so cool how he shakes the water off while he's flying. 
 
Comment From Cathy in Poquoson  
Sometimes eagle steals from osprey 
 

Congowings:  
Only sometimes? lol  Eagles just love Osprey.   
 
Comment From CE  
YW--amazing video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IU-bjaxVtxs
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Comment From Cathy in Poquoson  
Thank you 
 

Congowings:  
The Center has had osprey as patients -   
Osprey patients #13-1784, 1785 (successfully re-nests): 
 
http://wildlifecenter.org/critter-corner/archive-patient/ospreys-13-1784-13-1785 
 
Comment From DGR in Ptown  
It IS always amazing to see an osprey flying with a fish, always with the fishhead facing forward to 
reduce that drag! 
 

Congowings:  
Yes, they are very aerodynamic thinking when it comes to handling their payload. 
 
Comment From Suzette  
Do osprey only eat fish? 
 

Congowings:  
Fish is their main diet, Suzette, but  Osprey also are known to eat snakes, frogs, reptiles,   birds, and 
crustaceans. 
 
Comment From Candice VaBch  
Saw Dad Kemp chase an osprey that had a fish on Sunday 
 

Congowings:  
And Eagles are quite successful when it comes to stealing from the Osprey. 
 
Comment From Cathy in Poquoson  
Osprey have nests on daymarkers in the water - if fledging doesn't fly 1st time he is in water 
 

Congowings:  
That's true. And a number of young have had to be rescued. 
 
 
 

http://wildlifecenter.org/critter-corner/archive-patient/ospreys-13-1784-13-1785
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Comment From DGR in Ptown  
Eagle vs Osprey = the very first eagle release I attended, a handful of years ago, was an eagle who had 
gotten into it with an osprey and LOST the battle big-time! 
 

Congowings:  
Oh my. That Osprey wasn't willing to share. :-) 
 

Congowings 
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Congowings  

 
Wildlife Center of Virginia Ambassador Maggie (Peregrine Falcon) crashed into a building in downtown 
Richmond, Virginia. Her left eye was severely injured and the vets had to surgically remove the eye. 
Falcons rely on their sharp eyesight and speed and with only one eye she could not be released back 
into the wild. (Photo property of WCV) 
 

Congowings:  
I will get to questions at the end of the session -   
 

Congowings:  
There are two main types of aerial pursuit used by raptors - classical pursuit (flat out chase) and the 
Rapid Stoop   - dive bombing - (or known as C.A.T.D. Constant Absolute Target Direction).   Classical 
aerial pursuit is a technique used by a number of raptors, but the Peregrine Falcon’s impressive in-flight 
high speed hunting tactics makes it the hunter of the skies. Using C.A.T.D., Peregrines will angle their 
flight path to intersect with their prey - a much more efficient method than the classical pursuit 
technique which involves flying after the prey.   
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Maggie! 
 

Congowings:  
I knew that would bring you out of lurking. 
 
Comment From cwerb ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥ ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥ ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
you are too funny today Amanda 
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Congowings   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r7lglchYNew 
 
Comment From Cathy in Poquoson  
Amazing! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
So cool. 
 

Congowings:  
The Peregrine Falcon’s aerodynamic body, narrow wings and pointed wingtips allow it to reach speeds 
of 220 mph when stooping (diving) towards its prey. 99% of their diet is composed of birds - which are 
caught ‘on the wing’.   Peregrines will climb high above flying birds, then plunge down at speeds 
between 100-220 mph - snatching the bird in mid-air with all four toes fully extended. Another 
technique used by Peregrines is to dive past their prey and turn back to snatch the unsuspecting bird 
from below. 
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl  
Whoa! Pigeon didn't have a chance! 
 
Comment From Carol in Oregon  
WOW!!! 
 
Comment From DGR in Ptown  
Thank you to today's Critter Cam sponsors, by the way! 
 
Comment From DGR in Ptown  
WOW! Poor pigeon .Amazing how the falcon can maintain control (I assume!)and not just crash into the 
ground at 200 mph. 
 

Congowings   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=legzXQlFNjs 
 

Congowings:  
This video shows more of what Maggie saw when she fledged in Richmond, Virginia. 
 
Comment From Pat, NJ  
No wonder she hurt herself so badly. Thank God for WCV in healing her. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r7lglchYNew
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=legzXQlFNjs
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Comment From Suzette  
cool 
 
Comment From cwerb ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥ ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥ ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
they'd be naturals for the Air Force. 
 
Comment From Carol in Oregon  
Top Gun! 
 
Comment From Regina, IL  
Lunch is over for me, Congo. Thanks so much for the class and videos. Awesome and loved learning. 
 
Comment From Lydia  
I love the story of Maggie landing on the construction lift and riding it. Guess she liked the ride 
 
Comment From Patti-Manassas  
Afternoon all, catching the tail-end of this, will have to scroll back. 
 

Congowings:  
Hello to all joining - and bye to all leaving. Dr. Suzanne Amador Kane (physicist at Haverford College) 
analyzed how hawks and falcons pursue prey using vision.   Her findings were published in The Journal of 
Experimental Biology: The results of the analyses by Amador Kane show that instead of flying directly at 
their targets (in this case, crows), the falcons use a technique called motion camouflage. While on an 
intercept course they also attempted to maintain a constant angle to the path of the crow.   
 

Congowings:  
Suzette has share a video of an eagle going after an osprey's catch. Thank you Suzette. 
 
Comment From Suzette  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gvWUv1N45XE 
 

Congowings:  
Using this approach, from the crow’s perspective the falcon appeared to stay in the same spot; although 
the hunter was closing in, it would not move across the crow’s visual field. As the subject changed 
direction or speed, the pursuers adjusted their flight to continuously remain at a fixed angle to the flight 
path. 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gvWUv1N45XE
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Congowings:  
The study also provides insights about falcon vision. Many birds of prey, including eagles and hawks, 
have two distinct spots on their retinas, called foveae, where their vision is sharpest. (Humans have only 
one such spot). The results of the study suggest that the angle the raptors maintained between 
themselves and their quarry corresponded to the direction best suited for using one of these spots. That 
is, the falcons flew a trajectory that kept the image of their prey focused on the parts of their retinas 
where they could see their prey most clearly. 
 

Congowings:  
Things that are important to birds are picked up in the lateral visual field - meaning off to the side. This is 
part of the reason birds of prey are often struck by windmills—they are evolved to look for prey off to 
the side or down below, but not in front. By the time they perceive a fast-turning windmill blade, it may 

be too late to avoid it.   
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

So Peregrine Falcons are good at geometry. 
 

Congowings:  
Thank goodness I don't need to do that.  Amanda - you might want to answer this question for us.   
 
Comment From Guest  
Does their eyesight decline with age (like us...) 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Umm ... if it does, the animal won't survive -- so I think that would be weeded out of the population 
pretty quickly (natural selection). We do see older animals develop cataracts as humans do, sometimes 
... 
 

Congowings:  
Thank you Amanda. :-)   
 
Comment From Ruth, NJ  
Darn work got in the way 
 

Congowings:  
Glad you have joined us, Ruth. 
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Comment From Suzette  
Saw a bird fly into the side of a truck last week. This explains a lot. 
 
Comment From Lydia  
Wow jet engines desgined after a PEFA. 
 

Congowings:  
And now we come to . . . 
 

Congowings 

  
 
Comment From cwerb ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥ ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥ ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
arrrggh matey..hee hee 
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Congowings 

 
Wildlife Center of Virginia Ambassador Buddy (Bald Eagle) contracted avian pox while still a young eaglet 
in his nest in April 2008. The pox damaged the growth plate in his beak and it grows crooked - which 
would hinder his ability to eat in the wild so he was declared non-releasable. (Photo property of WCV) 
 
Comment From Pat, NJ  
Blimey mates! 
 
Comment From CE  
Noe eyepatches for these pirates! 
 
Comment From meems  
Caught up ~ another great learning experience ~ thanks ~ hugs 
 

Congowings:  
Raptors are always on the hunt for an easy meal.  And if that meal just happens to belong to another it is 
still considered fair game.   After all - food means survival.   Why go through all that work catching prey if 
another has expended the energy and an opportunity to steal presents itself? That is just being 
opportunistic . . . 
 

Congowings   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aJeLnPFHPrw 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aJeLnPFHPrw
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Congowings:  
. . . and the Bald Eagle is one of the most opportunistic birds of prey. Pirating can be an effective 
strategy, especially for juvenile eagles that might have to depend on stealing prey from others or finding 
carrion in order to survive their first year. It takes practice to fine tune those hunting skills. So, stealing is 
an important hunting technique for them to learn. 
 

Congowings 

  
Photo taken by Rhoda Gerig of juvenile Bald Eagle trying to steal food from another. Food disputes like 
this one can result in injuries which will hinder the eagle from being able hunt successfully for food. 
(Photo courtesy and property of Rhoda Gerig.) 
 
Comment From cwerb ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥ ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥ ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
Prince Budward I of Norfolk! 
 
Comment From Dave in Missouri  
Wow, like a Christmas tree! Their everywhere! 
 
Comment From Pat, NJ  
Eagle Ali! 
 
Comment From cwerb ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥ ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥ ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
whoo! they are the kings of awesomeness. That one seemed to have a bump on his beak. 
 

Congowings:  
Yes, it had some sort of deformity to the beak. I guess Buddy is as unique as we think. ;-) 
 

Congowings:  
Before an eaglet leaves the nest for the first time they have already learned to quickly grab whatever 
prey the parents have brought to the nest and mantle over it to prevent any sibling (or parent) from 
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stealing it.   Adults have been observed teaching their young this important lesson in the nest and after 
fledging by ‘stealing’ the food back. 
 

Congowings 

  
Photo taken by Kathy Gillentine of Bald Eagle adult, “Harriet” (from a nesting pair in Southwest Florida) 
teaching their young fledgling that it will be necessary to fight for food. An important lesson for them to 
learn in order to survive. (Photo courtesy and property of Kathy Gillentine.) 
 

Congowings:  
Hard lessons to learn, but in order to survive, young eagles have to learn to protect what they have and 
quickly consume their prey before another scavenger comes and steals it. What is stored in the crop 
can’t be taken. 
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl  
Gotta run. Thanks for doing this Congo! I will read back later 
 

Congowings:  
Glad you joined us CarolinaGirl. See you later. 
 
Comment From Dave in Missouri  
Beautiful picture! 
 
Comment From Lydia  
as I recall, NV was quite good in stealing food form his sisters in the WCV "nest" 
 
Comment From Suzette  
Do raptors ever lose talons? It seems like this could mean life or death for them. (Unless the grow back?) 
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Congowings:  
Yes, they can lose a talon, Suzette. If the nail bed isn't damaged it can grow back. If it is then it might not 
grow back completely or at all. 
 

Congowings:  
But they can manage capturing prey with a missing talon. They will adjust. Even a toe . . . 
 
Comment From Linda in Suffolk, VA  
Pic of eagle talons: https://lh6.googleusercontent.com/-
pMCA5265INc/VQm8pSSz0_I/AAAAAAAAHg0/Q6LUXisK5Ws/s2048/IMG_1901.JPG 
 

Congowings:  
Thank you Linda. Good photo. 
 
Comment From Guest  
Stealing could be why siblicide occurs? 
 

Congowings:  
I'm not sure I understand the question, Guest. Do you mean with all species? As that doesn't occur in 
many species. If you mean with Bald Eagles - that doesn't really occur often. While there is sibling rivaly, 
usually death occurs because of lack of food provided. 
 
Comment From Dave in Missouri  
Thanks Linda! 
 
Comment From Pat, NJ  
Great shot Linda. 
 
Comment From Lydia  
Great pic Linda, thanks for sharing 
 
Comment From rejoyce  
Congo, love all the pics and videos!! Thank you!! 
 

Congowings:  
But piracy isn’t just practiced by inexperienced juvenile Bald Eagles - age isn’t a factor when it comes to 
using whatever hunting technique brings results.  And the Bald Eagle learned years ago that where there 

https://lh6.googleusercontent.com/-pMCA5265INc/VQm8pSSz0_I/AAAAAAAAHg0/Q6LUXisK5Ws/s2048/IMG_1901.JPG
https://lh6.googleusercontent.com/-pMCA5265INc/VQm8pSSz0_I/AAAAAAAAHg0/Q6LUXisK5Ws/s2048/IMG_1901.JPG
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is an Osprey there may be fish.  After all - their fishing skills are world renown and when a hungry eagle 
spots a large fish secured in the talons of an Osprey - the chase is on. 
 

Congowings   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b_BqOXe1iOQ 
 
Comment From Guest  
Thank you. I was referring to bald eagles. 
 

Congowings:  
I'll address that a bit more at the end of this session Guest. 
 
Comment From Dave in Missouri  
Awesome catch! 
 

Congowings:  
Sometimes the chase is enough to persuade the Osprey to drop its fish, but if this threat doesn’t 
produce the desired result the eagle may resort to a more aggressive approach - using their talons to 
grab the fish from the Osprey’s grip - or from another Bald Eagle. 
 

Congowings  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aPWrdyL7hHc 
 

Congowings:  
These food robberies not only play out in the skies, but are frequently seen on the shorelines. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b_BqOXe1iOQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aPWrdyL7hHc
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Congowings 

  
Photo taken by Rhoda Gerig of juvenile Bald Eagle trying to steal food from an adult. While adults will 
teach this lesson to their young, once the juveniles are on their own they will learn quickly that other 
adult Bald Eagles are not as willing to share and stealing will require a bit more effort. (Photo courtesy 
and property of Rhoda Gerig.) 
 
Comment From cwerb ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥ ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥ ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
ospreys really get on eagle nerves 
 

Congowings:  
And no one can accuse the Bald Eagle of not being an equal opportunity pirate . . . 
 

Congowings  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EfohermfGyU 
 
Comment From DGR in Ptown  
Gotta get back to work, ugh, but thanks bunches!! I joined late but the earlier part about the Harris' 
hawk was fascinating -- I had no idea! 
 

Congowings:  
I'm so glad you were able to be here DGR. See you again soon. 
 
Comment From Dave in Missouri  
Wow, Lol! 
 
Comment From cwerb ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥ ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥ ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
a great blue can stand around forever. they are not raptors, are they? 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EfohermfGyU
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Congowings:  
No, they aren't considered raptors. They lack some of the features. 
 

Congowings:  
And the last technique . . . 
 

Congowings 
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Congowings 

  
Wildlife Center of Virginia Ambassador Alex (Eastern Screech Owl) was brought to the Center in 
November 2007. She was found on the road in Wythe County, Virginia - most likely was hit by a vehicle 
while hunting. Alex had a left wing fracture and damage to both eyes. While the wing fracture healed, 
Alex’s limited vision prevents her from being released back into the wild. (Photo property of James R. 
Deal) 
 

Congowings:  
Moving soundlessly across the earth in the dark of night - some raptors use the cover of darkness to 
capture their prey.  Most owls are nocturnal and depend on stealth and the element of surprise for their 
hunting strategy. Some owls are crepuscular - actively hunt during the hours of dawn and dusk and 
some are diurnal like the Burrowing Owls who hunt during the day. Regardless of when they hunt, they 
all have adaptations which allow them to hunt silently. 
 

Congowings:  
I have a video that I was going to post here, but since it is a bit long I will wait to post it after this session. 
 

Congowings:  
Owls are efficient predators equipped with special adaptations.   Their keen eyesight allows them to 
locate prey even at night. The stereoscopic nature of the owl's forward-facing eyes permits the greater 
sense of depth perception necessary for low-light hunting.  The forward facing aspect of the eyes give it 
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a wide range of "binocular" vision (seeing an object with both eyes at the same time). This means the 
owl can see objects in 3 dimensions (height, width, and depth), and can judge distances in a similar way 
to humans.  Although owls have binocular vision, their large eyes are fixed in their sockets — as are 
those of other birds — so they must turn their entire head to change views. Owls can rotate their heads 
and necks as much as 270 degrees in either direction. As owls are farsighted, they are unable to see 
clearly anything within a few centimeters of their eyes. 
 

Congowings:  
If prey is not in view, their sensitive, directional hearing can help locate hiding prey. Most owl species 
can hear so well that they can hunt with high accuracy in total darkness by homing in on the footsteps 
and nibbling sounds that rodents make.   
 

Congowings:  
Most owls have a rounded pattern of short feathers on the face the form a dish.   This facial dish acts 
like a satellite dish, receiving sounds and funneling them to the ears, which are hidden beneath feathers 
on the sides of the skull.   There are stiff feathers around the eyes which act a lot like dish antennas. 
They reflect sound toward the ear openings. If the sound is louder in one ear than in the other, this tells 
the owl that the animal is closer on that side. The owl turns its head until the sound is equally loud in 
both ears. Then it knows it is facing the animal. They can also “hear” the height of a sound. It turns and 
tilts its head until it gets a perfect “fix” on where the sound is coming from. 
 

Congowings 

  
Photo taken by Rhoda Gerig showing owl right before consuming the prey they captured. Owls will 
swallow their prey whole. (Photo courtesy and property of Rhoda Gerig.) 
 
Comment From Stephen in NC  
Umm 135° in each direction, or 270° 
 
Comment From Dave in Missouri  
Very cool! 
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Comment From cwerb ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥ ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥ ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
rodent nibbling cannot be all that loud. 
 

Congowings:  
A number of years ago, some American scientists performed an experiment with Barn owls. They light-
proofed a room and covered the floor with dead leaves to a height of 2 inches. Then they introduced a 
barn owl and a number of deer mice into the controlled conditions. After the bird acclimatized to the 
room they turned the lights off putting the room in complete darkness. Amazingly, they found that the 
owl could still hunt successfully without using its eyes; all it needed to make a kill was to hear the rustle 
of the mice in the leaves. Furthermore, when the owl, flying blind, struck, it almost never missed. 
 

Congowings   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yps7pgq1TAk 
 
Comment From cwerb ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥ ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥ ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
wow, scarier than the Congo stare! 
 
Comment From cwerb ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥ ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥ ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
yipes! like Jaws with wings.. 
 
Comment From BarbG  
truly amaing 
 

Comment From Jakermo ❤ ( *)>  
Incredible. I guess we could say satellite disks are like owl's faces. 
 
Comment From Lydia  
I need to get back to work too. Mutitaskng no longer working. Have a meeting to attend. Will read back 
tonight. Thanks for the class Congo! 
 

Congowings:  
Sorry you can't stay longer Lydia. See you soon I hope. 
 

Comment From Jakermo ❤ ( *)>  
WOW, that is so amazing. 
 

Congowings:  
Two feather adaptations aid them in achieving stealth. The dull plumage blends in well with the bark of 
the trees - rendering them almost invisible under certain conditions. This camouflage not only hides 
them from prey, but also protects them from predators. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yps7pgq1TAk
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Congowings  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XuRlfeMkK1k 
 
Comment From Dave in Missouri  
Wow! Very cool picture hiding in the tree! 
 
Comment From Cathy in Poquoson  
Your videos are absolutely incredible, Congo! 
 

Congowings:  
An Owl's flight is silenced by special wing feathers, that muffle the sound of the air rushing over the 
surface of the wing. This allows an Owl to hunt by stealth, taking their victims by surprise. It also allows 
the Owl to listen for prey movements while still flying.   
 

Congowings   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6pWub12DUoU 
 
Comment From Dave in Missouri  
Wow, what an awesome video, thank you Congowings! 
 
Comment From David in VA  
The silent flight video is simply amazing. 
 

Congowings:  
Source Justin Jaworski, assistant professor in LeHigh University’s Department of Mechanical Engineering 
and Mechanics:   "Owls possess no fewer than three distinct physical attributes that are thought to 
contribute to their silent flight capability: a comb of stiff feathers along the leading edge of the wing; a 
flexible fringe at the trailing edge of the wing; and a soft, downy material distributed on the top of the 
wing."  Jaworski believes this downy material may eliminate sound at the source through a novel 
mechanism that is much different than those of ordinary sound absorbers. 
 
Comment From Dave in Missouri  
In the future, I bet some of our fighter jets will have feathers on them! 
 
Comment From Guest  
Amazing! 
 

Comment From Jakermo ❤ ( *)>  
I love the microphones. Very cool. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XuRlfeMkK1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6pWub12DUoU
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Comment From Candice VaBch  
What would an owl be prey to? 
 

Congowings:  
Owlets can be taken by other owls, snakes or small mammals.   
 

Congowings:  
Depending on the species even adults have to be careful of other owls (like the Great Horned Owl and 
foxes, bobcats and cats. 
 

Comment From Jakermo ❤ ( *)>  
Yes, love seeing those owls. Like Alex 
 
Comment From cwerb ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥ ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥ ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
owls sometimes show up in eagle nests. Not a great idea.. 
 

Congowings 

  
Eastern Screech Owl patient #13-2430 was admitted to the Center in September 21, 2013. They were hit 
by a vehicle most likely while hunting for food. It sustained some injury to the right eye and fractures in 
the right clavicle and right coracoid. Fortunately, this owl did heal and was later successfully released. 
(Photo property of WCV) 
 
Comment From Stephen in NC  
"Nature" on PBS did a program on how Air Force fighters were designed after study of raptors, including 
PEFA. Excerpts are online. 
 
Comment From David in VA  
I loved the head shake that heron gave when it looked up and saw the eagle coming at it. 
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Comment From Dave in Missouri  
Beautiful! 
 

Congowings:  
Raptors sometimes get a bad “rap” . . . but predation is a necessary part of nature, and predatory 
raptors mostly prey on weak, aged, injured, or incautious animals. Juvenile raptors often hone their 
hunting skills near backyard bird feeders where there is a reliable source of food. The life of a raptor is 
challenging and as raptors become more efficient at capturing prey, these animals evolve better 
techniques to avoid being captured. Mortality is high among young raptors. As many as 75% of young 
raptors often do not find enough food, and die within their first year. 
 

Congowings:  
I want to thank everyone for joining us today. I hope you came away with a new appreciation for these 
skilled predators that play an important ecological role by controlling small animal populations and 
serving as key ecological barometers. They are important indicators of the ecosystem balance and 
overall environmental quality.     
 
Comment From GN  
Congo has done such a comprehensive and professional presentation that I find it unnecessary to ask 
any questions. 
 

Congowings:  
Whew . . . I'm so relieved, GN. And thank you for being here today. 
 
Comment From cwerb ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥ ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥ ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
thanks Congo! 
 
Comment From Carol in Oregon  
David in VA, heron was thinking, not again 
 
Comment From CE  
Thanks, Congo. 
 
Comment From BarbG  
thanks Congo--great session-learned so much 
 
Comment From Stephen in NC  
Lovely presentation, Ms. Congo. Thanks so much. so much to learn, and you gave us a lot of background! 
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Congowings:  
It was hard to try and fit it in an hour. I apologize for going over. 
 
Comment From Guest  
Thank you Congo for a very interesting discussion. I'll be back to learn more 
 

Congowings:  
Hope you will check in frequently, Guest. We always enjoy a good discussion here. 
 
Comment From David in VA  
This has been an amazing look into the lives and hunting techniques of Raptors. Thank you so much Ms. 
Congo. 
 

Comment From Jakermo ❤ ( *)>  
It is wonderful, Congo. So interesting. I will scroll back and see the first part. 
 
Comment From Guest  
Thank you 
 
Comment From Dave in Missouri  
Thank you Congowings, I have some scrolling back to do! 
 

Comment From Jakermo ❤ ( *)>  
Great session. I love your videos. 
 
                     ๏  ๏)  

Congo, each and every one of our kids thanks you so much for this presentation! That sat in AWE of the 
information! Just superb! HUGS! 
 

Congowings:  
Glad you all enjoyed it Caleb and students. Thank you for sharing your time with me this afternoon. I 
really enjoyed knowing you all were here. 
 
Comment From Linda in Suffolk, VA  
Thank you, Congo. Learned a lot - a ton of great info today! 
 

Congowings:  
Thank you for sharing your information and links Linda.   
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Comment From Cathy in Poquoson  
Thank you, Congo, for a GREAT presentation! Loved the videos you found and shared. 
 
Comment From Carol in Oregon  
Wonderful presentation, Congo. I learned so much. Thank you! 

Comment From Jakermo ❤ ( *)>  
Looks like you had a large male audience, Congo. 
 
Comment From Dave in Missouri  
Very, very awesome! 
 
Comment From Donna K  
Thank you again 
 
Comment From CK in Pa  
Thanks Congo. Great class. 
 
Comment From BarbG  
The RTHA on cam 2 has been flying to near perch and showing us her red tail 
 

Comment From Jakermo ❤ ( *)>  
I'm going back to watch the heron. 
 
Comment From Pat, NJ  
Thank you Congo for the time and effort you put into this presentation. It was very informative and fun. 
Hope you do another for us some day. 
 

Congowings:  
It is easy to talk about feathers. ;-) 
 
Comment From wren of NVA  
thank you for sharing such amazing information, Haven't chatted much lately but love to lurk and learn! 
 
Comment From Candice VaBch  
Much thanks Congo. Learned a lot. 
 
Comment From gma Nancy western Pa  
Thanks Congo! Too much for my brain to absorb in one reading - will be reading it over again! 
 

Comment From Jakermo ❤ ( *)>  
Oh, I just missed it. Been out of town, but am back. So sad, I see Bert went to be with Ernie. They will be 
happy now. 
 
Comment From Kathryn in Mi  
Thanks, Congo. This was a very interesting session. All your hard work is much appreciated. 
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Congowings:  
Thank you everyone. I really enjoyed being with you all today. 
 
Comment From Dave in Missouri  
This will be in the archives? 
 

Congowings:  
I'm not sure Dave. 
 

Comment From Jakermo ❤ ( *)>  
I've been gone for about 4 days and missed SO much. NX checked in, Sweet Bert died, RTHA is on Cam 2. 
and looks like Buddy is getting some training. Wonder who it is? 
 

Congowings:  
I don't see anyone in the enclosure Jakermo. 
 

Comment From Jakermo ❤ ( *)>  
Someone was throwing him treats while you were teaching. 
 

Congowings:  
I missed it. Maybe some enrichment? 
 

Comment From Jakermo ❤ ( *)>  
Maybe so. I saw them flying through the air. 
 

Comment From Jakermo ❤ ( *)>  
I'm a multi tasker. Have to have at least 2 things going. 
 
Comment From David in VA  
Ms Maggie came back out of hiding just as class ended. Perhaps she had a laptop back in the corner 
there? 
 
Comment From Guest  
What is an osprey's survival rate? 
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Congowings:  
Osprey are found in many areas around the world - so the mortality rate is different depending on what 
area you are researching. They migrate - which is always a risk to young osprey. I'm not sure what the 
mortality percentages are. I'll see if I can find out. 
 
Comment From Guest  
This has nothing to do with class, and I'd be happy for it to be answered later, but where does the name 
'Congowings' come from and what is your history/connection with WCV? Wanting to know for a while... 
 

Congowings:  
The name came before I began volunteering with the Wildlife Center, Guest. And had to do with aviation 
- not wildlife. I have been moderating at the Center since the 2011 Eaglets from Norfolk Botanical 
Garden were taken to the Center for rehab and the Center started their own Critter Cams and the 
discussion. Before that I have been involved with the Garden of Eagles Calendar since 2009 - a 
fundraiser which benefits the Center. 
 
Comment From rejoyce  
Congo, what is the greatest challenge faced by raptors? 
 

Congowings:  
I think the greatest challenge raptors have is existing alongside us. With their habitat shrinking, they are 
more likely to find themselves in harms way. 
 

Comment From Jakermo ❤ ( *)>  
Oh, forgot to say, I love seeing RTHA on cam. Brings back cool memories. We had a bunch that we just 
adopted [in our hearts]. 
 

Comment From Jakermo ❤ ( *)>  
That reminds me that watching RTHA fly is just a blur! 
 

Comment From Jakermo ❤ ( *)>  

Buddy must have a little splish splash. What a Fabulous Raptor he is!! ❤ 
 

Congowings:  
I have to step away now. Thank you for sharing your time with me this afternoon. I'm going to leave you 
with a great video that I think you all will enjoy. Take care and enjoy watching the Critter Cams - 
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Congowings   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FkP4Ro2gRl8 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Yay, thank you for the great class, Congowings! 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FkP4Ro2gRl8

